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"River Dynamics and Integrated River Management” provides
comprehensive information on rivers for integrated
management, including natural processes, stresses resulting
from human activities, and restoration of various parts of the
river basin, including the watershed, mountain streams,
alluvial rivers, estuaries, and natural and man-made lakes.
Essential concepts, traditional and modern, such as river
patterns, step-pool systems, vegetation-erosion charts,
habitat diversity, and flushing times of bays, are clearly
defined physically and explained with figures and pictures.
Detailed mathematics and rigorous analyses are avoided so
as to facilitate a holistic view of the subject of integrated river
management. Researchers can easily familiarize themselves
with the science of river management in its widest sense with
the impressive pictures and examples in this book. Dr.
Zhaoyin Wang is a professor at the Department of Hydraulic
Engineering, Tsinghua University, China. Dr. Joseph H.W.
Lee is a Chair Professor at the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, The Hong Kong University of
Science & Technology, China. Dr. Charles S. Melching is a
Professor at the College of Engineering, Marquette
University, Milwaukee, WI, USA.
This book presents the gatherings of the “2016 International
Conference on Water Resource and Hydraulic Engineering,”
which primarily focused on the sustainable development of
water resources and the environment in both China and the
United States. The respective papers cover a wide variety of
research areas, including watershed hydrology; river
hydraulics; groundwater hydrology; water resources
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management and sustainability development; water supply
planning under climate change; water quality analysis and
water pollution; sponge city development and urban
watershed management; environment and sustainability;
global connections between air and water; and irrigation and
drainage issues for agricultural engineering. The contributions
will be of interest to a global readership and highlight the
emerging problems facing developing countries, as well as
research and measures to successfully deal with them and
promote a greener and more eco-friendly living environment.
Contributed papers.

Hydraulic research is developing beyond the borders of
traditional civil engineering to meet increasing demands
in natural hazards, structural safety assessment and also
environmental research. Hydraulic Engineering III
contains 62 technical papers from the 3rd Technical
Conference on Hydraulic Engineering (CHE 2014, Hong
Kong, 13-14 December 2014), including the 2014
Structural and Civil Engineering Workshop (SCEW 2014)
and the 4th Workshop on Environment and Safety
Engineering (WESE 2014). The contributions reflect
recent advances, discuss problems and identify
challenges associated with engineering applications in
hydraulic engineering, and showcase recent
developments in the areas of hydraulic engineering and
environmental engineering, and other related fields.
Hydraulic Engineering III includes a wide variety of
topics: hydraulic engineering (river engineering and
sediment transport, waterway engineering, flood hazards
and innovative control measures, geotechnical aspects
in hydraulic engineering, rainfall modelling, water
resources and water treatment, hydraulic structures,
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modelling technology in hydraulic engineering), structural
and civil engineering (mechanics in engineering, and
new structural advances such as reinforced concrete
beam by high titanium blast furnace slag), and
environmental issues (environmental fluid dynamics,
environmental hydraulics and hydrology, and the
environmental prediction and control techniques in waste
and pollution, water pollution and ecosystem
degradation, coastal engineering). Hydraulic Engineering
III will be invaluable to academics and professionals in
both hydraulic and environmental engineering.
The consequences of a large dam failing can be
disastrous. However, predicting the performance of
concrete dams during earthquakes is one of the most
complex and challenging problems in structural
dynamics. Based on a nonlinear approach, "Seismic
Safety Evaluation of Concrete Dams" allows engineers
to build models that account for nonlinear phenomena
such as vertical joint slippage, cracks, and cavitation.
This yields more accurate estimates. Advanced but
readable, this book is the culmination of the work carried
out by Tsinghua University Research Group on
Earthquake Resistance on Dams over the last two
decades. Nonlinearity characteristics of high concrete
dams, seismic analysis methods, evaluation models A
systematic approach to nonlinear analysis and seismic
safety evaluation of concrete dams Includes nonlinear
fracture of dam-water-foundation interaction system,
dynamic fluid-structure and Covers soil-structure
interactions, and meso-scale mechanical behavior of
concrete are all international front issues of the field.
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To promote scientific understanding of surface
processes in East Asia, we have published details of the
CMADS dataset in the journal, Water, and expect that
users around the world will learn about CMADS datasets
while promoting the development of hydrometeorological
disciplines in East Asia. We hope and firmly believe that
scientific development in East Asia and our
understanding of this typical region will be further
advanced.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Hillslope and Watershed Hydrology" that was published
in Water
??????????????????????,??????,???????????????,????????
??????51?,?????943???,????1.2??,?????75?,???????1800?.
This book integrates the physical processes of dam breaching
and the mathematical aspects of risk assessment in a concise
manner • The first book that introduces the causes,
processes and consequences of dam failures • Integrates the
physical processes of dam breaching and the mathematical
aspects of risk assessment in a concise manner •
Emphasizes integrating theory and practice to better
demonstrate the application of risk assessment and decision
methodologies to real cases • Intends to formulate dambreaching emergency management steps in a scientific
structure
Beginning in 1983/84 published in 3 vols., with expansion to 6
vols. by 2007/2008: vol. 1--Organization descriptions and
cross references; vol. 2--Geographic volume: international
organization participation; vol. 3--Subject volume; vol.
4--Bibliography and resources; vol. 5--Statistics,
visualizations and patterns; vol. 6--Who's who in international
organizations. (From year to year some slight variations in
naming of the volumes).
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Issues in Mechanical Engineering / 2011 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative,
and comprehensive information about Mechanical
Engineering. The editors have built Issues in Mechanical
Engineering: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases
of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about
Mechanical Engineering in this eBook to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of
Issues in Mechanical Engineering: 2011 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the
content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written,
assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™
and available exclusively from us. You now have a source
you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More
information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.

In a worldwide context of ever-growing competition for
water and land, climate change, droughts and man-made
water scarcity, and less-participatory water governance,
agriculture faces the great challenge of producing
enough food for a continually increasing population. In
this line, this book provides a broad overview of
innovation issues in the complex water–agriculture–food
nexus, thus also relative to their interconnections and
dependences. Issues refer to different spatial scales,
from the field or the farm to the irrigation system or the
river basin. Multidisciplinary approaches are used when
analyzing the relationships between water, agriculture,
and food security. The covered issues are quite diverse
and include: innovation in crop evapotranspiration, crop
coefficients and modeling; updates in research relative to
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crop water use and saving; irrigation scheduling and
systems design; simulation models to support water and
agricultural decisions; issues to cope with water scarcity
and climate change; advances in water resource quality
and sustainable uses; new tools for mapping and use of
remote sensing information; and fostering a participative
and inclusive governance of water for food security and
population welfare. This book brings together a variety of
contributions by leading international experts,
professionals, and scholars in those diverse fields. It
represents a major synthesis and state-of-the-art on
various subjects, thus providing a valuable and updated
resource for all researchers, professionals, policymakers,
and post-graduate students interested in the complex
world of the water–agriculture–food nexus.
????
This book, Advances in Water Resources Engineering,
Volume 14, covers the topics on watershed sediment
dynamics and modeling, integrated simulation of
interactive surface water and groundwater systems, river
channel stabilization with submerged vanes, nonequilibrium sediment transport, reservoir sedimentation,
and fluvial processes, minimum energy dissipation rate
theory and applications, hydraulic modeling development
and application, geophysical methods for assessment of
earthen dams, soil erosion on upland areas by rainfall
and overland flow, geofluvial modeling methodologies
and applications, and environmental water engineering
glossary.
A comprehensive review of the Finite Element Method
(FEM), this book provides the fundamentals together
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with a wide range of applications in civil, mechanical and
aeronautical engineering. It addresses both the
theoretical and numerical implementation aspects of the
FEM, providing examples in several important topics
such as solid mechanics, fluid mechanics and heat
transfer, appealing to a wide range of engineering
disciplines. Written by a renowned author and
academician with the Chinese Academy of Engineering,
The Finite Element Method would appeal to researchers
looking to understand how the fundamentals of the FEM
can be applied in other disciplines. Researchers and
graduate students studying hydraulic, mechanical and
civil engineering will find it a practical reference text.
Coping with Global Environmental Change, Disasters
and Security - Threats, Challenges, Vulnerabilities and
Risks reviews conceptual debates and case studies
focusing on disasters and security threats, challenges,
vulnerabilities and risks in Europe, the Mediterranean
and other regions. It discusses social science concepts
of vulnerability and risks, global, regional and national
security challenges, global warming, floods,
desertification and drought as environmental security
challenges, water and food security challenges and
vulnerabilities, vulnerability mapping of environmental
security challenges and risks, contributions of remote
sensing to the recognition of security risks,
mainstreaming early warning of conflicts and hazards
and provides conceptual and policy conclusions.
Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact.
Vols. 29-30 include papers of the International
Engineering Congress, Chicago, 1893; v. 54 includes
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papers of the International Engineering Congress, St.
Louis, 1904.
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